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[Title of the Invention] LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE

AND LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE MANUFACTURING METHOD

[Abstract]

[Object] There is provided a liquid crystal display device

having an improved temperature characteristic in a display

quality, and a low degradation of the display quality caused

by the temperature change, using a hard pillar shaped spacer

in small elasticity.

[Solving Means] A liquid crystal display device

comprising: a pair of substrates 1 and 2 having transparent

electrodes 5 and 6 thereon, a spacer 3 arranged between the

pair of the substrate 1 and 2 for maintaining a substrate

gap to be constant; and a liquid crystal layer 4

encapsulated between the substrates 1 and 2, in which the

spacer 3 is elastic, and for a temperature change within the

temperature range available in the liquid crystal display

device, a sum of a repulsive force of the spacer 3 and an

inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer 4 is always

almost 1 pressure, and in addition, inner pressures of the

spacer 3 and the liquid crystal layer are linearly changed,

respectively.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A liquid crystal display device having a
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pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of substrates

for maintaining a substrate electrode to be constant, and a

liquid crystal layer encapsulated between the substrates

,

wherein the spacer is elastic; and

wherein, for a temperature change within a temperature

range available in the liquid crystal display device, a sum

of a repulsive force of the spacer and an inner pressure of

the liquid crystal layer is always approximately the same a

the atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 2] The liquid crystal display device according

to Claim 1,

wherein a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and

the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer is always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and

wherein the inner pressures of the spacer and the

liquid crystal layer are linearly changed, respectively.

[Claim 3] A liquid crystal display device having a

pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of substrates

for maintaining a substrate electrode to be constant, and a

liquid crystal layer encapsulated between the substrates,

wherein the spacer is elastic; and

wherein, for a temperature change within a temperature

range from the room temperature to the highest operating

temperature of the liquid crystal display device, a sum of

repulsive force of the spacer and an inner pressure of the
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liquid crystal layer is always approximately the same as the

atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 4] The liquid crystal display device according

to Claim 3,

wherein a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and

the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer is always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and

wherein the inner pressures of the spacer and the

liquid crystal layer are linearly changed, respectively.

[Claim 5] A liquid crystal display device having a

pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of substrates

for maintaining a substrate electrode to be constant, and a

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal layer including a

liquid crystal encapsulated between the substrates and a

polymer compound,

wherein the spacer is elastic; and

wherein, for a temperature change within a storage

temperature range of the liquid crystal display device, a

sum of a repulsive force of the spacer and an inner pressure

of the liquid crystal layer is always approximately the same

as the atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 6] The liquid crystal display device according

to Claim 5,

wherein a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and

the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer is always
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approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and

wherein the inner pressures of the spacer and the

liquid crystal layer are linearly changed, respectively.

[Claim 7] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, and 5,

wherein the spacer is directly formed on at least one

side of the pair of substrates through a pattering process.

[Claim 8] The liquid crystal display device according

to Claim 7,

wherein the spacer is selected from a group consisting

of a polystyrene based polymer compound, an acrylic based

polymer compound, a polyester based polymer compound, a

silicon based polymer compound, a polycarbonate based

polymer compound, a polysiloxane based polymer compound, a

polyethylene based polymer compound, a polyurethane based

polymer compound, and a combination thereof including any

one or more materials

[Claim 9] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7,

wherein the spacer is formed in a tapered shape from

one substrate toward the other substrate.

[Claim 10] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7,

wherein the spacer is formed in a perfect hollow

construction or a partial hollow construction between the
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pair of substrates.

[Claim 11] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7

,

wherein the spacer has a longitudinal distribution in a

direction perpendicular between the pair of substrates.

[Claim 12] The liquid crystal display device according

to Claim 11,

wherein, for the length in the direction perpendicular

between the pair of substrates, the spacer has a

distribution having a mean and a derivative; and

wherein the derivative is approximately in a range of

3% to 6% of the mean value.

[Claim 13] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7,

wherein formation density of the spacers is in a range

of 5/mm2 to 200/mm2
.

[Claim 14] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7,

wherein the spacer is formed on a light shielding

portion of at least one of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 15] The liquid crystal display device according

to any one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7,

wherein the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer

is in a range of 0 kg/cm2 to 0.9 kg/cm2
.

[Claim 16] A liquid crystal display device
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manufacturing method, the liquid crystal display device

having a pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of

substrates for maintaining a substrate electrode to be

constant, and a liquid crystal layer encapsulated between

the substrates, the method comprising:

forming a plurality of spacers on at least one of the

pair of substrates, and performing a process to give a

predetermined amount of elasticity to the spacer;

forming the liquid crystal layer encapsulated between

the pair of substrates having the spacer formed thereon; and

while or after forming the liquid crystal layer,

uniformly pressing between the substrates in a pressure of

approximately 0.1 kgf/cm2 to 1.0 kgf/cm2
.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal

display device and liquid crystal display device

manufacturing method for use in, for example, an optical

shutter and the like.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

In a conventional liquid crystal display device in

combination with a typical twisted nematic liquid crystal
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(hereinafter, referred to as a TN liquid crystal) and an

active matrix, a TN liquid crystal is interposed between two

electrode-attached substrates, a voltage is applied between

the substrates, and an alignment state of the liquid crystal

molecules varies according to the applied voltage. The

liquid crystal molecule has an optical transmission ratio

changed according to the alignment state. Like this, the TN

liquid crystal uses a scheme in which an optical

transmission ratio is controlled by the voltage. The liquid

crystal display device includes an active matrix substrate

having switching elements and a pixel electrodes formed

thereon, the switching element controlling whether or not a

voltage is applied, represented as a thin film transistor

(hereinafter, referring to as a TFT) ; a counter substrate; a

liquid crystal encapsulated between two substrates; and a

polarization plate arranged outside the two substrates.

Using the voltage applied between the electrodes formed on

the two substrates, the liquid crystal molecule changes an

alignment state and changes an optical transmission ratio.

[0003].

However, in the typical liquid crystal display device,

when a viewing angle, i.e., an angle to view a screen, is

changed, optical rotation of transmission light is changed

for an observer, so that a shading state is changed. For

example, when seen from a front surface of the perpendicular
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direction to the screen displaying white color, i.e., from

the normal direction of the screen, an image having a good

contrast is shown, while viewing the same screen from a

slanted downward direction rather than the normal direction

to the screen causes the image to be seen blurred. In

addition, when seen from the downward direction, there

occurs a so-called gray level inversion phenomenon that

inverts shading. In addition, when seen from a slanted

upward direction, the image is seen as white. The

phenomenon occurs since displaying is performed in a manner

such that an electric field is applied to the liquid crystal

in a normal direction to the substrate, to lift the liquid

crystal molecule based on an electric field direction, to

thus control the optical rotation, and that a lifting

direction of the liquid crystal molecule is determined. In

order to obtain uniformity of a cell thickness, a plurality

of fine beads, called as spacers, are scattered, which

causes a so-called rough feeling and gives a bad effect on

the display quality.

[0004]

In addition, as a method of improving the viewing angle

problem, recently, an in-plane switch has drawn an attention.

While the conventional liquid crystal display device applies

the electric field in the normal direction to the substrate,

and control an alignment state of the liquid crystal, as
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described above, the in-plane switching controls the liquid

crystal in a horizontal direction parallel to the substrate.

This method provides a wide viewing angle in principle, and

since there is a small change in color, it is considered as

the most effective proposal. Like this, the viewing angle

of the in-plane liquid crystal display device is

significantly larger than the conventional TN type, but

there are many light shielding portions such as a common

electrode, a source electrode, and a switch electrode, so

that an aperture ratio of the pixel is lower than the

conventional TN type. For this reason, the bad effect on

the display quality given from a plurality of spacer

particles scattered to obtain a cell thickness is larger

than the convention TN type.

[0005]

To solve these problems and obtain a favorable display

quality, several methods are employed such as forming a

pillar shaped spacer on a light shield portion on the active

matrix substrate on which the switching devices such as TFTs

are formed, or forming a pillar shaped spacer on the light

shielding portion represented as a black matrix in a pixel

portion of a color filter.

[0006]

For the conventional TN type, a construction that

renders scattering of the spacer particles unnecessary has
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been proposed. For example, Japanese Unexamined Patent

Application Publication No. 7-281295 discloses a liquid

crystal display device, in which protrusion portions are

arranged at both substrates, i.e., the active matrix

substrate and a substrate having a color filter formed

thereon, and brought in touch with each other to serve as

the spacer pillar.

[0007]

For the in-plane switching, Japanese Unexamined Patent

Application Publication No. 6-214224 discloses a liquid

crystal display device not using a spacer particle. In the

liquid crystal display device, both the common electrode and

the pixel electrode (source electrode) are formed to stand

normal to substrate, and these two electrodes are used as a

spacer (pillar) , so that the spacer particles are not

required.

[0008]

In addition, for a liquid crystal display device having

an active matrix type substrate including switching elements

such as TFTs in combination with a conventional polymer

dispersed type liquid crystal (hereinafter, referred to as

PDLC) , a liquid crystal layer, in which liquid crystal

molecules are dispersed in a droplet shape or a net shape

into a polymer compound having a matrix type construction

(hereinafter, referred to as a polymer matrix) , is inserted
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into two substrates having electrodes. While the voltage is

applied, two molecule constructions are designed such that a

refractive index of a liquid crystal molecule aligned in an

applied direction and a refractive index of the polymer

matrix are the same. When the voltage is applied, the

refractive indices of the liquid crystal molecule and the

polymer matrix are the same, so that light incident on the

PDLC layer is transmissive light. With respect to this,

when the voltage is not applied, an alignment direction of

the liquid crystal molecule faces in a disordered direction.

For this reason, refractive indices between the polymer

matrix and the liquid crystal molecule are typically

different. Therefore, light incident on the PDLC layer

becomes scattering light. Like this, light incident on the

PDLC is switched between a transmitting state and a

scattering state according to whether or not the voltage is

applied.

[0009]

For the conventional polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal display device, a number of fine beads called as

spacers are scattered to obtain a cell thickness that

performs a favorable display quality. In these polymer

dispersed type liquid crystal display devices, a projection

display for transmitting light from a lamp having high

brightness and enlarging and transmitting the image on a
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screen or a reflection type display for performing display

using external light with a reflection plate attached in the

liquid crystal display device are used.

[0010]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

Spacers formed in advance on the substrate for use in

the conventional TN type liquid crystal display device, or

the in-plane switching liquid crystal display device are

arranged on a light shielding portion, so that the spacers

in the liquid crystal display device may have a low

distribution density in appearance. However, on the

contrary, there is a problem in that a display quality is

degraded due to a temperature change. This will now be

described with reference to Fig. 12.

[0011]

First, due to a change from the room temperature to the

low temperature, there is a low temperature discharge

problem. When the liquid crystal display device 100 is left

under the low temperature, a volume of the liquid crystal

molecule is reduced. At this time, it is necessary that a

cell be contracted, i.e., becomes thinner, in the direction

of the cell thickness, following a volume contraction of the

liquid crystal molecule. The low temperature discharging

108 refers to a phenomenon that vacuum bubbles are produced

in the liquid crystal layer since the cell thickness cannot
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follow the volume extraction of the liquid crystal molecule.

When the spacer 105 formed by patterning on the substrate is

solid, the spacer 105 blocks the contraction of the cell

thickness in following the volume contraction of the liquid

crystal 104 under the low temperature, so that the low

temperature discharging 108 is easily provided. With

respect to ensuring a favorable display quality without

tracing the cell thickness under the low temperature and a

rough feeling, the spacer having an appropriate elasticity

is preferably used.

[0012]

In addition, while changing from the room temperature

to a high temperature, there is a display spot problem.

This is due to an increasing non-uniform cell thickness

caused by a temperature increase. The liquid crystal

molecule encapsulated into the liquid crystal display device

is expanded through heating. As a result of expansion due

to a temperature increase of the liquid crystal molecule, a

volume in the liquid crystal display device is increased.

The increase in the volume causes a change of the gap

between the substrates, i.e., a change of the cell thickness.

At this time, in the conventional liquid crystal display

device, a pillar shaped spacer cannot follow an increase of

the cell thickness. For this reason, a change of the cell

thickness is dominated by heat expansion of the liquid
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crystal molecule, so that there is a problem in that the

non-uniformity of the cell thickness increases and thus the

uniformity of the display quality is damaged.

[0013]

In addition, with respect to a polymer dispersed type

liquid crystal display device, in particular, a projection

display which is a scheme that transmits light a liquid

crystal display device from the light source, expands and

transmits the image on a screen, the spacer is expanded to

guarantee the cell thickness. For the PDLC projection

display, when the voltage is not applied, it becomes a light

scattering mode, i.e., a black display mode, so called a

normally black mode. At this time, when the conventional

non-colored spherical spacer is used, a portion where the

spacers are scattered does not cause the scattering, and

thus light is leaked out. For this reason, the black

brightness at the time of displaying black color is

proportional to dispersion density of the spherical spacer,

and consequently, causes contrast degradation as a screen.

[0014]

In order to suppress contrast degradation using block

brightness improvement due to an optical leakage from the

spacer when the voltage is not applied, spacers added with

coloring agent having light shielding and block color may be

used. The optical leakage is prevented using the colored
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spacer, so that the degradation of the contrast can be

prevented, but a new problem arises. In order to guarantee

the higher contrast, display uniformity in the high gray

level becomes critical. For this reason, the uniformity of

the cell thickness needs to be improved. In order to

improve the uniformity of the cell thickness, the dispersion

density of the spacers should be increased. When the

dispersion density of the spacer increases, the spacers

contact with each other at the time of scattering the spacer,

and a lump is easily formed so that a rough feeling can be

easily provided. In addition, the spacer itself expands, so

that the rough feeling is easily provided when the voltage

is applied. Like this, to order to guarantee a favorable

display quality including contrast and gray level, there is

a problem such as spacer shape and characteristics.

[0015]

In addition, for the conventional combination of the

spacers directly formed on the substrate and the polymer

dispersed type liquid crystal display device, there was a

problem of reliability at the storage temperature, i.e.,

reliability when left in the high temperature. For the

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display device, the

following problems can occur due to a rapid change of the

temperature. This will now be described with reference to

Fig. 13.
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[0016]

Fig. 13a shows a state of a liquid crystal display

device 200 in case of the room temperature (e.g., 20°C) . In

Fig. 13a, the spacer 206 has the same size as the gap width,

so that little pressure is received from the glass

substrates 201 and 202.

[0017]

Fig. 13b shows a state of a liquid crystal display

device in case of the high temperature (e.g., 85°C) . In

this case, a polymer matrix 205 and a liquid crystal 204

expand through heating, and the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 209 increases. The central portion of the

glass substrates 201 and 202 is not fixed through the

sealing member 203 unlike the peripheral portion, so that

the central portion is deformed as shown in Fig. 13b due to

an increased inner pressure, and a gap width grows larger as

closing to the central portion from the peripheral portion.

As a result, the expanded liquid crystal 204 focuses on the

central portion.

[0018]

When temperature rapidly turns and increases from the

state of Fig. 13b, the liquid crystal layer 209 contracts.

At this time, the liquid crystals focused on the central

portion cannot go back full into the original state, and the

most of them are left on the central portion. Therefore, as
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shown in Fig. 13c, a gap width between the glass substrates

201 and 202 becomes the other state at each portion. Like

this, due to expansion and contraction of the liquid crystal

layer caused by a rapid change of the temperature for the

conventional polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device, the thickness of the liquid crystal layer becomes

abnormal, and as a result, there is a problem in that the

display quality is significantly degraded.

[0019]

[Problems of the Prior Art]

The above problems of the prior art will be summarized

as follows.

[0020]

(1) For the liquid crystal display device such as the

TN mode, display quality is degraded when used at the low

temperature, due to the low temperature discharging caused

by a rapid temperature change from the room temperature to

the low temperature.

[0021]

(2) For the liquid crystal display device such as the

TN mode or the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device, display quality is degraded when used at the high

temperature, due to the non-uniform cell thickness caused by

a rapid temperature change from the room temperature to the

high temperature.
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[0022]

(3) When the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal

display device is left in a state where a temperature is

rapidly changed, the thickness of the liquid crystal layer

becomes non-uniform due to expansion and contraction of the

liquid crystal layer, and accordingly, the display quality

is degraded.

[0023]

(4) With an increasing formation density of the spacer

and arrangement of the spacer, the rough feeling of the

image is generated so that display quality is degraded.

[0024]

The present invention is contrived to solve the

problems of the prior art, and an object of the present

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display device in

which temperature characteristic of the display quality is

improved since the pillar shaped spacer is stiff and the

elasticity is low, and the display quality is less degraded

due to the temperature change.

[0025]

More specifically, another object of the present

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display device

having a favorable display quality without a low temperature

discharging when used, so called, in the low temperature, in

which, when the liquid crystal molecule contracts due to a
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rapid temperature change from the room temperature to the

low temperature, the liquid crystal display device can

follow spacer.

[0026]

In addition, still another object of the present

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display device

having a favorable display quality without a non-uniform

cell thickness even when used at the high temperature.

[0027]

In addition, still another object of the present

invention is to provide a polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal display device having a high display quality without

generating non-uniform cell thickness at the high

temperature and a low temperature discharging in the

operating temperature range.

[0028]

In addition, still another object of the present

invention is to provide a polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal display device having a favorable display quality

without generating non-uniform thickness of the liquid

crystal layer due to expansion and contraction of the liquid

crystal layer, even when the polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal display device is left in a temperature changing

state

.

[0029]
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In addition, still another object of the present

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display device

having a favorable display quality without a rough feeling

that can correspond to a high contrast and high gray level,

by forming a pillar shaped spacer (meaning non-spherical

spacer) in advance on a light shielding portion of the

counter substrate or the active matrix substrate.

[0030]

In addition, an object of the present invention is to

provide a method of manufacturing the liquid crystal display

device

.

[0031]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objects, the

present invention includes the following means.

[0032]

An aspect of the present invention claimed in Claim 1

of the present invention provides a liquid crystal display

device having a pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair

of substrates for maintaining a substrate electrode to be

constant, and a liquid crystal layer encapsulated between

the substrates. Here, the spacer may be elastic, and, for a

temperature change within a temperature range available in

the liquid crystal display device, a sum of a repulsive

force of the spacer and an inner pressure of the liquid
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crystal layer may be always approximately the same as the

atmospheric pressure.

[0033]

With the above arrangement, the spacer is always

elastically deformed within the operating temperature range

of the liquid crystal display device. As a result, the low

temperature discharging phenomenon can be prevented, and in

addition, non-uniform cell thickness at the high temperature

can be prevented, and thus display quality can be improved.

[0034]

In addition, by giving proper elasticity to the spacer,

the distribution density of the spacer can be established in

a range that does not give a rough feeling. From this point

of view as well, the display quality can be improved.

[0035]

In addition, the liquid crystal layer may be a TN type

liquid crystal layer, an STN type liquid crystal layer, as

well as a polymer dispersed type liquid crystal layer.

[0036]

The invention claimed in Claim 2 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in Claim

1, a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and the inner

pressure of the liquid crystal layer may be always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and the

inner pressures of the spacer and the liquid crystal layer
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may be linearly changed, respectively.

[0037]

With the above arrangement, when the inner pressures of

the spacer and the liquid crystal layer are linearly changed,

the uniformity of the cell thickness can be further improved.

[0038]

Another aspect of the present invention claimed in

Claim 3 provides a liquid crystal display device having a

pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of substrates

for maintaining a substrate electrode to be constant, and a

liquid crystal layer encapsulated between the substrates

.

Here, the spacer may be elastic, and, for a temperature

change within a temperature range from the room temperature

to the highest operating temperature of the liquid crystal

display device, a sum of a repulsive force of the spacer and

an inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer may be always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure.

[0039]

With the above arrangement, the non-uniform cell

thickness can be prevented at the high temperature, and

display quality can be improved.

[0040]

The invention claimed in Claim 4 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in Claim

3, a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and the inner
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pressure of the liquid crystal layer may be always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and the

inner pressures of the spacer and the liquid crystal layer

may be linearly changed, respectively.

[0041]

With the above arrangement, the uniformity of cell

thickness at the high temperature can be further improved.

[0042]

Still another aspect of the present invention claimed

in Claim 5 provides a liquid crystal display device having

pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of substrates

for maintaining a substrate electrode to be constant, and a

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal layer including a

liquid crystal encapsulated between the substrates and a

polymer compound. Here, the spacer may be elastic, and, fo

a temperature change within a storage temperature range of

the liquid crystal display device, a sum of a repulsive

force of the spacer and an inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer may be always approximately the same as the

atmospheric pressure.

[0043]

When the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device is provided, the spacer is always elastically

deformed within the storage temperature range. As a result

a distortion of the gap width (i.e., derivative of the
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thickness of the liquid crystal layer) between substrates

due to a rapid change of the temperature can be prevented,

so that cell thickness can maintain constant, and the

display quality can be improved.

[0044]

The invention claimed in Claim 6 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in Claim

5, a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer and the inner

pressure of the liquid crystal layer may be always

approximately the same as the atmospheric pressure, and the

inner pressures of the spacer and the liquid crystal layer

may be linearly changed, respectively.

[0045]

With the above arrangement, when the inner pressures of

the spacer and the liquid crystal layer are linearly changed,

uniformity of the cell thickness can be further improved.

[0046]

The invention claimed in Claim 7 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, and 5, the spacer may be directly formed

on at least one side of the pair of substrates through a

pattering process.

[0047]

With the above arrangement, considering the size and

distribution density of the spacer, a spacer having desired
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elasticity can be obtained.

[0048]

The invention claimed in Claim 8 is characterized in

that the spacer may be selected from a group consisting of a

polystyrene based polymer compound, an acrylic based polymer

compound, a polyester based polymer compound, a silicon

based polymer compound, a polycarbonate based polymer

compound, a polysiloxane based polymer compound, a

polyethylene based polymer compound, a polyurethane based

polymer compound, and a combination thereof including any

one or more materials

[0049]

The invention claimed in Claim 9 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, the spacer may be formed in a

tapered shape from one substrate toward the other substrate.

[0050]

With the above arrangement, an elastic spacer having

desired elasticity can be obtained.

[0051]

The invention claimed in Claim 10 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, the spacer may be formed in a

perfect hollow construction or a partial hollow construction

between the pair of substrates.
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[0052]

With the above arrangement, an elastic spacer having

desired elasticity can be obtained.

[0053]

The invention claimed in Claim 11 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, the spacer may have a

longitudinal distribution in a direction perpendicular

between the pair of substrates.

[0054]

In addition, the invention claimed in Claim 12 is

characterized in that, for the length in the direction

perpendicular between the pair of substrates, the spacer may

have a distribution having a mean and a derivative, and the

derivative may be approximately in a range of 3% to 6% of

the mean value.

[0055]

With the above arrangement, considering a distribution

of the height of the spacer, optimal elasticity can be given

to the spacer.

[0056]

The invention claimed in Claim 13 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, formation density of the

spacers may be in a range of 5/mm2 to 200/mm2
.
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[0057]

With the above arrangement, considering a distribution

of the formation density of the spacer, optimal elasticity

can be given to the spacer.

[0058]

The invention claimed in Claim 14 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, the spacer may be formed on a

light shielding portion of at least one of the pair of

substrates.

[0059]

With the above arrangement, an aperture ratio can be

improved.

[0060]

The invention claimed in Claim 15 is characterized in

that, for the liquid crystal display device claimed in any

one of Claims 1, 3, 5, and 7, the inner pressure of the

liquid crystal layer may be in a range of 0 kg/cm2 to 0.9

kg/cm2
.

[0061]

When the spacer is in the elastically deformed state,

the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer is also

smaller than the atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the

elastically deformed state of the spacer can also be defined

from the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer.
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[0062]

Still another aspect of the present invention claimed

in Claim 16 provides a liquid crystal display device

manufacturing method, the liquid crystal display device

having a pillar shaped spacer arranged between a pair of

substrates for maintaining a substrate electrode to be

constant, and a liquid crystal layer encapsulated between

the substrates, the method comprising: forming a plurality

of spacers on at least one of the pair of substrates, and

performing a process to give a predetermined amount of

elasticity to the spacer; forming the liquid crystal layer

encapsulated between the pair of substrates having the

spacer formed thereon; and while or after forming the liquid

crystal layer, uniformly pressing between the substrates in

a pressure of approximately 0.1 kgf/cm2 to 1.0 kgf/cm2
.

[0063]

The reason the pressing pressure to the substrate is

restricted is that, when it is less than 0.1 kgf/cm2
, the

spacer cannot be elastically deformed, and when it is more

than 1.0 kgf/cm2
, the spacer is plastically deformed.

[0064]

[Embodiments]

Preferred embodiment of the present invention will now

be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0065]
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(First Embodiment)

Fig. 1 is a simplified cross sectional view of a liquid

crystal display device according to a first embodiment of

the present invention. The liquid crystal display device

includes a pair of glass substrates 1 and 2; a pillar shaped

spacer 3 arranged between the substrates 1 and 2 for

maintaining a substrate gap to be constant; and a liquid

crystal layer 4 encapsulated between the substrates 1 and 2.

Transparent electrodes 5 and 6 are formed on the inner side

of the glass substrate 1 and 2. In addition, in Fig. 7,

reference numeral 7 refers to a sealing portion fixed to the

substrates 1 and 2 for encapsulating the liquid crystal

layer 4.

[0066]

The spacer 3 is elastic, and becomes an elastically

deformed state within an operating temperature range (0°C to

85°C) . In other words, in conjunction with a temperature

change within the operating temperature range of the display

device, a sum of the repulsive force of the spacer 3 and the

inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer 4 is always

approximately 1 atmospheric pressure, and in addition, the

inner pressures of the spacer 3 and the liquid crystal layer

4 are linearly changed, respectively. With the above

arrangement, at the low temperature, the display without the

low temperature discharging can be enabled, and at the high
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temperature as well, the non-uniform cell thickness can be

prevented, so that the display quality is improved. In

addition, in order to increase the uniformity of the cell

thickness, it is necessary for the distribution density of

the spacer to be large, however, according to the present

invention, the spacer 3 has proper elasticity, so that the

distribution density of the spacer can be established such

that the rough feeling is not generated not to mention the

conventional level of the distribution density of the spacer.

Therefore, sufficient uniformity of the cell thickness is

obtained, and in addition, the rough feeling due to an

increasing distribution density of the spacer can be

prevented, so that display quality can be improved.

[0067]

A method of manufacturing the liquid crystal display

device with the above arrangement will now be described.

[0068]

First, based on the same method as in the prior art, a

pair of substrates 1 and 2 having transparent electrodes 5

and 6 formed thereon is provided. Next, the spacer 3 is

formed on the substrate 1

.

[0069]

A method of forming the spacer 3 will be specifically

described with reference to Fig. 2. Here, as an example, it

will be described in the context that a photosensitive
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polymer including carbon is used in the substrate 1 on which

the transparent electrode 5 is formed. An acrylic based

negative type resist was prepared such that a solid content

ratio is 38%, and a carbon power was 5% mixed. Here, the

carbon fiber is means for coloring the pillar shaped spacer

in black color, and may be a material that absorbs visible

light. A uniform resist layer 10 was formed on the glass

substrate 1 using a spinner (Fig. 2b) . This was performed

with the number of rotation of 5000 rpm for 5 seconds, and

of 1300 rpm for 30 seconds. Next, the resist layer 10 is

pre-baked for 3 minutes at 8 0°C. In addition, as shown in

Fig. 2c, a predetermined type of pillar shaped spacer 3

described below was formed through a photolithography

technology using a mask 11. In addition, intensity of UV

illumination herein was 15 mW/cm2 and an exposed time was 3

second.

[0070]

The conventional pillar shaped spacer has low

elasticity, and non-uniform spacer is difficult to control,

so that according to the present invention, the elasticity

is given to the spacer in the following method.

[0071]

First, as a first method, the spacer having a shape as

shown in Fig. 3 was formed by such as reviewing a developing

condition. In addition, Fig. 3a shows a spacer in the
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elastically deformed state, and Fig. 3b shows a spacer in

the state before elastically deformed. Specifically, the

method involves that the spacer having an arrangement where

an end surface becomes thinner such as a cone 3A, or a

triangular pyramid 3C or a rectangular pyramid 3C or a

polygonal pyramid 3D was formed, so that when pressed, the

spacer 3 in the liquid crystal display device is elastically

deformed

.

[0072]

A second method involves that some or all of the inner

portions 9 of the spacer 3 is in a hollow shaped state, as

shown in Fig. 4, so that when pressed, the spacer 3 in the

liquid crystal display device is elastically deformed.

[0073]

A third method involves mixing a rubber based resin

power or a silicon based resin power in the resist to

elasticized the spacer 3. A mixed amount of the resin power

is effective in less than 3%, which can be elastically

deformed. In addition, in case of the resin, it will not be

limited hereto.

[0074]

A fourth method involves that a polymerization of the

resist is lowered. By lowering the concentration of a

bridge agent in the resist, elasticity was realized.

[0075]
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A fifth method involves shortening both ends of the

spacer pillar.

[0076]

With any one of the above methods, the elasticity can

be given to the spacer.

[0077]

In the following example, the first method, i.e., a

case where the rectangular pyramid 3c pillar shaped spacer 3

is used will be described. Specifically, the square pyramid

shaped spacer 3 was formed with one side of the lower

surface of 5 jam, by repeating an etching process through a

photography technology. In addition, a detailed shape (e.g.,

area of the bottom surface, natural length, etc.) of a

rectangular shaped spacer is established, considering the

formation density of the spacer, and in addition, for any

temperature of the maximum and minimum temperature of the

operating temperature range, such that the elasticity is

given as much as an amount of deformation in which the

elastic deformation state can be maintained. For example,

as shown in fig. 5a, an initial height of the pillar shaped

spacer formed in the substrate is HI, and a height of the

pillar shaped spacer in a state shown in fig. 5 having a

predetermined cell thickness and pressed between the

substrates is H2 (room temperature state) . At this time,

at the minimum temperature of the operating temperature
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range, when a length in the direction of the cell thickness

due to the heat contraction of the liquid crystal layer is

ml, the height of the pillar shaped spacer is deformed to be

ml, and in addition, at the height ml, the spacer is

required to be an elastically deformed state. Further, in

the same manner, for the maximum temperature of the

operating temperature range, when the length in the

direction of the cell thickness due to the heat expansion of

the liquid crystal layer is m2, the height of the pillar

shaped spacer is deformed to be m2 (here, m2 < ml), and in

addition, at the height m2, the pillar shaped spacer is

required to be the elastically deformed state. However,

when the formation density of the spacer is extremely small,

uniformity of the cell thickness is degraded, and otherwise,

when it is too large, an optical leakage due to the spacer

is large. Therefore, considering problems directed to the

formation density of the spacer, and for any temperature of

the maximum temperature and minimum temperature within the

operating temperature range, it is necessary to establish

the spacer shape such that the elastically deformed state

can be maintained.

[0078]

Based on the foregoing consideration, according to the

first embodiment of the present invention, a bottom surface

of 5.00 \xm, an average height of the spacer of 4.70 jam, a
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derivative of about 3 %, and a formation density of about

300/mm2 are established. Next, post-baking is performed at

200°C. Next, a sealing portion 7 is printed on a peripheral

portion of one substrate (Fig. 3e) . Next, using a pressing

device, the substrates 1 and 2 having a pair of transparent

electrodes 5 and 6 in an overlapping state are pressed and

heated, and the sealing portion 7 is cured (Fig. 3f) . Next,

the liquid crystal material is injected into a gap formed in

the pair of the substrates 1 and 2 from an injecting port

arranged a part of the sealing portion 7, to thus form the

liquid crystal layer 4.

[0079]

Next, in order to set the cell thickness to be a

predetermined value, the liquid crystal display device is

pressed. The pressing value F was set to 0.3 kgf/cm2
. At

this time, the spacer 3 is partially in the elastically

deformed state.

[0080]

The cell thickness of the liquid crystal display device

through the above processing can have a mean of 4.65 \xm, and

a derivative of 0.12 jam, and visibility or contrast of the

liquid crystal display device was significantly improved.

At this time, since the mean of the height of the spacer

formed on the substrate surface is 4.70 \xxa, it will be

appreciated that, in this state, a part of the spacer is in
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the elastically deformed state. In addition, the bottom

surface, the height, and the formation density of the pillar

shaped spacer are not limited hereto, but when a bottom

surface of more than 3 pm and less than 20 pm, the mean of

the height of the spacer of more than 3 pm and less than 20

pm, and the formation density of the spacer of more than

5/mm2 and less than 2000/mm2 are provided, the present

inventors checks that the spacer can sufficiently follow the

temperature change

.

[0081]

In addition, even when the elasticity is provided using

the pillar shaped spacer as a hollow, the description on the

rectangular shaped spacer is adapted. For the hollow shaped

spacer, when a radius of an outer circle of more than 3 pm

and less than 20 pm, a radius of an inner circle of more

than 2 pm and less than 15 pm, a cross sectional area of

more than 4 pm2 and less than 14 0 pm2
, the mean of the height

of the spacer of more than 3 pm and less than 20 pm, the

formation density of the spacer of 5/mm2 and less than

2000/mm2 are provided, the present inventors checks that the

spacer can sufficiently follow the temperature change.

[0082]

In addition, the above detailed number is described in

the context that a negative type resist made of an acrylic

based polymer compound is used for the spacer material. As
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described below, even when other materials are used for the

spacer material, considering the same manner as in the above

acrylic based polymer compound, if the shape and the

formation density of the shape is set to be within the

optical range, advantageously, the spacer can sufficiently

follow a temperature change.

[0083]

Next, the liquid crystal display device manufactured

through the above method is exposed to an environment from

the room temperature to -20° C. Hereinafter, this will be

described with reference to Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows a liquid

crystal display device at the time of the room temperature.

In this state, some or all of the spacers are elastically

deformed. Fig. 6b is a diagram showing a liquid crystal

display device state under the lower temperature. The

thickness direction of the liquid crystal layer 4 contracts,

due to the volume contraction under the low temperature.

According to the present embodiment, the spacer 3 is also

elastic, and can follow the contraction of the liquid

crystal layer 4, so that the low temperature discharging

phenomenon does not occur even under the lower temperature.

[0084]

In addition, the liquid crystal display device

manufactured through the above method is exposed to an

environment from 20°C to 40°C. Hereinafter, this will be
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described with reference to Fig. 6. Referring to Figs, 7a,

7b, and 7c, the structural change generated in the liquid

crystal display device according to the present invention

will now be described.

[0085]

First, Fig. 7a shows a liquid crystal display device

state in the case of the room temperature (20°C in the

present embodiment) . In this state, a pressure of a

difference between the atmospheric pressure and the pressure

to the substrates 1 and 2 of the liquid crystal layer 4

(hereinafter, referred to as an inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 4) is applied to two sheets of glass

substrates 1 and 2 from the outside, and as a result, the

spacer 3 is compressed.

[0086]

Fig. 7b shows a liquid crystal display device when the

liquid crystal display device at the room temperature of Fig.

7a is temperature increased to the maximum of the operating

temperature. In this state, the inner pressure of the

liquid crystal layer 4 is increased due to heating.

[0087]

According to the present embodiment, a line expansion

coefficient of the spacer 3 is 7 . 0-10 .
0*10~ 5 (1/K), and a

line expansion coefficient of the liquid crystal material of

the liquid crystal layer 4 is 7 . OxlO" 4 (1/K) . The increase of
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the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer 4 due to

heating depends on the expansion of the liquid crystal

molecule.

[0088]

Fig. 8 shows an example showing a relation between an

inner Pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer 4 and a

repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3, when a temperature of

the liquid crystal display device under a constant

atmospheric pressure increases or decreases within a

predetermined temperature range. In addition, in Fig. 8,

the atmospheric pressure is 1.0 kgf/cm2
. The horizontal

axis represents a temperature T in a range of 20°C to 60°C.

The vertical axis represents a pressure P in a range of 0.3

kgf/cm2 to 0.7 kgf/cm2
. The solid line represents a pressure

applied to the liquid crystal layer 4, i.e., an inner

pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer 4, and a dotted line

L2 represents the pressure applied to the spacer 3, i.e.,

the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3 per unit area.

Hereinafter, the repulsive force of the spacer 3 per unit

area is referred to as the repulsive force Pr of the spacer.

[0089]

Within the above temperature range, it will be

appreciated that both the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 4 and the repulsive force Pr of the spacer

exist, and their summation is the same as the atmospheric
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pressure. In other words, the liquid crystal display device

resists the atmospheric pressure through the inner pressure

of the liquid crystal layer 4 and the repulsive force Pr of

the spacer 3.

[0090]

When the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer 4

increases in proportional to the increase of the temperature,

the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3 decreases, while the

spacer 3 always has the repulsive force Pr in the

temperature range (20°C to 60°C) according to the present

example. In other words, the compressed spacer lifts up the

glass substrates 1 and 2 from the inside through the

repulsive force Pr at a place where the liquid crystal layer

4 reaches, and then holds the compressed state. As a result,

as shown in Fig. 7b, a gap width is uniformly widened other

than the peripheral portion fixed to the sealing portion 7.

[0091]

Fig. 7c shows a liquid crystal display device with a

temperature decreasing from the high temperature state shown

in Fig. 7b to the room temperature. As shown in Fig. 7b,

when the liquid crystal display device in the high

temperature is cooled, the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 4 is reduced and the repulsive force Pr of the

spacer 3 increases. In other words, the expanded liquid

crystal layer 4 contracts while the glass substrates 1 and 2
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and the spacer 3 always contact with each other. For this

reason, the liquid layer 4 will hot have a different degree

of contraction depending on the location, and thus uniformly

contracts on the overall place. As a result, even when the

temperature drops from the high temperature state, it

perfectly goes back to the original state (Fig. 7a), as

shown in Fig. 7c.

[0092]

As a comparative example of the first embodiment, Fig.

14 shows a spacer state for a temperature change of the

liquid crystal display device in the context that the

hardened spacer 150 having a small elastic deformation is

used, which shows a relation of the comparative example of

Fig. 15 between the inner pressure of the liquid crystal

layer 151 and the repulsive force of the spacer 150. At the

high temperature, the spacer 150 cannot follow the expansion

of the liquid crystal layer, and a central portion of the

substrate is largely bended, so that display performance is

degraded.

[0093]

This is also shown in Fig. 15. In other words, the

repulsive force of the spacer is significantly reduced in

conjunction with the increase of the temperature, and when

exceeding a certain temperature, the repulsive force will be

0. This indicates that most of the spacers are far off from
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the substrate. At the higher temperature, due to a tensile

effect bonding the substrates, the central portion is

floated up. In addition, in conjunction with the

temperature increase, the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer continues to increase. Therefore, in the

comparative example, the operating temperature range is

narrow, and in order to widen the operating temperature

range, it will be appreciated that it is necessary to give

the elasticity to the spacer.

[0094]

Therefore, according to the present embodiment, as long

as the spacer 3 is elastically compressed, the distortion of

the gap width between two sheets of glass substrates due to

the temperature change, i.e., the derivative of the

thickness Tc of the liquid crystal layer can be prevented.

In addition, the temperature range is 20°C to 60°C in the

foregoing description, however, from the experiment result

of the present inventors, it was verified that the spacer

can be followed even in the temperature range of 0°C to 85°C.

Therefore, as long as both the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 4 and the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3

exist, and in addition, their summation is the same as the

atmospheric pressure, the effect of the present invention

can be obtained. For example, the liquid crystal display

device has different operating temperature according to its
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use, and it is necessary that non-uniformity be not

generated within this operating temperature range. For

example, while used in a car navigation system where there

are lot of work to do in the car is set to be relatively

high temperature, however, even in this case, the elasticity,

the formation density, pushing thickness and the like of the

spacer are optimized such that it is applicable. Besides,

notebook personal computer use, personal computer monitor

use, projection display use, portable data application use,

and mobile telephone use, a reflection type liquid crystal

TV monitor and the like use are also applicable in the same

manner in the respective operating temperature ranges.

[0095]

In addition, as a result, a derivative of the cell

thickness is not generated. In addition, the display spot

is also prevented.

[0096]

An operational mode of the liquid crystal display

device of the present invention may be any type of

operational mode as long as the molecular alignment can be

controlled by the electric field, however, it is particular

advantageous to an IPS (in-plane switching), a TN mode, a

STN (super twisted nematic) mode, and a ferroelectric liquid

crystal mode. As a display mode of the liquid crystal

display panel, either a normally black mode (NB) in which
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when the voltage is not applied black color is displayed so

that light is not transmitted, and a normally white mode

(NW) in which when the voltage is not applied white color id

displayed so that light is transmitted may be used. In

terms of the formation density of the spacer, while about

300/mm2 is used in the present embodiment, about 10/mm2 to

2000/mm2 may also be applicable in the same manner. Here, as

the formation density is larger, it is necessary to reduce

the stress at the time of elastic deformation. Basically,

when the means of the height of the spacer and the

derivative thereof are the same, the stress of the spacer is

inversely proportional to the formation density. When the

formation density is less than 5/mm2
, the spacer is not

almost deformed at the time of applying stress, in order to

maintain a constant cell thickness, and thus following

characteristic is lost, and the low temperature discharging

phenomenon or the non-uniformity of the cell thickness at

the high temperature is generated. Like this, in order to

maintain a favorable display quality, a certain degree of

formation density is required. In addition when the

formation density exceeds 2000/mm2
, at the current state, it

is difficult to form the spacer, which is impossible to

implement. To obtain the following, more than two spacers

having different sizes in the normal direction of the

substrate surface may be formed. In addition, more than two
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spacers having different elasticity may be formed within the

surface

.

[0097]

According to the present embodiment, in order to

elastically deform some or all of the spacers, the pressure

of 0.3 kgf/cm2 is uniformly pressed between the substrates,

for a process of encapsulating the liquid crystal material

between the substrates, however, for example, the formation

density, the elasticity, and the like of the spacer can be

optimized so that it can be implemented in the same manner

even in the uniform pressure from 0.1 kgf/cm2 to 1.0 kgf/cm2
.

[0098]

Furthermore, while the present embodiment describes the

elastic operation of spacer as a pressing value of the panel

surface, it may be described as the inner press operation of

the liquid crystal layer 4 in the liquid crystal display

device. At this time, when the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer 4 is approximately 0.1 kgf/cm2 to 1.0 kgf/cm2
,

it can be implemented in the same manner. Outside the above

range, The cell thickness cannot follow the operation of the

liquid crystal layer, so that it cannot be implemented.

[0099]

While the present embodiment uses a negative type

resist consisting of an acrylic based polymer compound as

the spacer material, the spacer may be selected from a group
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consisting of a polystyrene based polymer compound, an

acrylic based polymer compound, a polyester based polymer

compound, a silicon based polymer compound, a polycarbonate

based polymer compound, a polysiloxane based polymer

compound, a polyethylene based polymer compound, and a

polyurethane based polymer compound. In addition, copolymer

and polymer alloy compound may also be used, which uses a

combination thereof among the above compounds.

[0100]

In addition, according to the present embodiment, while

a photolithography is performed on the substrate surface

using the above material, and the spacer is directly formed,

for example, the spacer may be formed, in the same manner,

on a plastic substrate made of the compound through pressing

and the like.

[0101]

In addition while the present embodiment has been

described in the context that the glass substrate is used,

a-Si TFT substrate using an amorphous silicon thin film as a

switching element, a driver built in type polysilicon TFT

substrate, and a low temperature poly silicon TFT, a high

temperature poly silicon TFT substrate through thermal

annealing, and a polysilicon substrate having metal catalyst

crystallized in other methods, and further, two terminal

type active matrix substrate having a thin film diode TFD
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formed thereon may also be used.

[0102]

In addition, the spacer may be formed on the light

shielding portion of the pixel portion of the color filter.

At this time, when these spacers have elasticity enough to

follow contraction of the liquid crystal molecule, at the

time of temperature change from the room temperature to the

lower temperature, it can be used in the same manner.

[0103]

(Second Embodiment)

Fig. 9 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal

display device according to a second embodiment of the

present invention. The present embodiment is characterized

in that the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device including a polymer dispersed type liquid crystal

layer 22 made of the liquid crystal 20 and the polymer

matrix 21 is used instead of the liquid crystal layer 4.

The polymer matrix 21 is a polymer compound having a 3-D net

shaped construction. The liquid crystal 20 is a liquid

crystal dispersed in the droplet shape into the polymer

matrix 21 and the liquid crystal having a net shaped

construction in which the liquid crystals dispersed in the

droplet shape are interconnected. In addition, a volume

ratio of the liquid crystal 20 to the polymer matrix 21 is

approximately 4:1.
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[0104]

The polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device does not show a low temperature discharging

phenomenon, unlike the TN type liquid crystal display device,

the STN type liquid crystal display device, and the

ferroelectric type liquid crystal display device. However,

since fluidity of the liquid crystal is low, there is a

problem in that the non-uniformity at the high temperature

side may be conspicuously generated. In order to solve the

problems, the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display

device according to the second embodiment of the present

invention uses the pillar shaped spacer 3, in the same

manner as the first embodiment. As a result, when used in

the projection display, a favorable display quality can be

maintained and the cell thickness is uniform from 10°C to

50°C in the operating temperature range. In addition, when

used in the reflection type liquid crystal display, a

favorable display quality can be maintained and the cell

thickness is uniform from 10°C to 35°C in the operating

temperature range. In addition, the polymer dispersed type

liquid crystal layer 22 is manufactured in the same manner

as in the typical polymer dispersed type liquid crystal

layer. In other words, the polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal layer 22 can be obtained such that a combined

material of the polymer precursor and the liquid crystal
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material are filled between the substrates through a vacuum

injection method, the polymer precursors overlaps by heating

or illuminating ultraviolet, and the liquid crystal and

polymer are separated from each other.

[0105]

While the glass substrate having transparent electrode

is used in the second embodiment, the pillar shaped or non-

spherical type spacers may be formed on the light shielding

portion of the active matrix substrate having the switching

elements formed thereon, in the same manner. In addition,

other than the amorphous TFT substrate, the active matrix

substrate may be a driving circuit built-in high temperature

polysilicon TFT substrate, a low temperature polysilicon TFT

substrate, a polysilicon TFT substrate crystallized by other

methods such as catalyst, and two-terminal active matrix

type substrate, represented by the thin film diode TFD, in

conjunction with a planarization process.

[0106]

In the projection display type, dichroic means using a

multiplayer interference such as a dichroic mirror may be

used, without the color filter. For this reason, of the

active matrix substrate having the TFTs formed thereon, by

forming a pillar shaped or non-spherical spacer on the

counter substrate to correspond a light shielding portion

that does not transmit light, e.g., gate signal lines and
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source signal lines or intersecting portions thereof, TFT

forming portions , and the like, the liquid crystal display

device having a favorable display quality and few rough

feeling, which can correspond high contrast and high gray

level, can be obtained.

[0107]

(Third Embodiment)

Fig. 10 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal

display device according to a third embodiment of the

present invention. The liquid crystal display device of the

third embodiment has the same construction as of the polymer

dispersed liquid crystal display device described in the

second embodiment. In general, for the polymer dispersed

liquid crystal display device, when the spacer has low

elasticity, the display spot due to the non-uniform

thickness is generated. This is because that, in the

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display device, the

fluidity of the liquid crystal molecule is extremely small,

and it cannot go back to the original state in a rapid

temperature change from the high temperature storage. For

this reason, while only the uniformity needs to be

compensated within the operating temperature range in the

first embodiment, the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal

display device is also required that the uniformity within

the storage temperature range need to be compensated.
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Therefore, in order to solve the above problems, for the

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display device

according to the third embodiment, the elasticity is given

to the spacer in the same method of the first embodiment,

and at the same time, from the point of compensating the

uniformity within the storage temperature range, more

elasticity is given to the spacer than in the second

embodiment. For example, in case of the cone type spacer, a

degree of tapering is to be larger than the second

embodiment, and in case of the hollow type spacer, the

hollow area should be larger. In addition, the storage

temperature range refers to a surrounding environment

temperature when the display device assembling the liquid

crystal display device is actually used, and the storage

temperature refers to a surrounding environment temperature

when the display device assembling the liquid crystal

display device is stored. Therefore, in general, the

storage temperature range is wider than the operating

temperature range. In addition, the polymer dispersed type

liquid crystal layer 22 can be manufactured in the same

manner in the typical polymer dispersed type liquid crystal

layer. In other words, the polymer dispersed type liquid

crystal layer 22 can be obtained such that a combined

material of the polymer precursor and the liquid crystal

material are filled between the substrates through a vacuum
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injection method, the polymer precursors are polymerized by

heating or illuminating ultraviolet, and the liquid crystal

and polymer are separated from each other.

[0108]

The liquid crystal display device according to the

third embodiment will now be described below in detail.

[0109]

Referring to Figs. 10a, 10b, and 10c, due to the

subsequent rapid temperature change, a structural change

generated in the liquid crystal display device according to

the present invention will be described.

[0110]

First, Fig. 10a shows a liquid crystal display device

at the room temperature (2 0°C in the present embodiment) .

In this state, a pressure of a difference between the

atmospheric pressure and the pressure to the substrates 1

and 2 of the combined layer 22 (hereinafter, referred to as

an inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer) is applied to

two sheets of glass substrates 1 and 2 from the outside, and

as a result, the spacer 3 is compressed.

[0111]

Fig. 10b shows a liquid crystal display device when the

liquid crystal display device at the room temperature of Fig.

10a is temperature increased to the high temperature (85°C

in the present embodiment) . In this state, the inner
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pressure of the liquid crystal layer is increased due to

heating. According to the present embodiment, a line

expansion coefficient of the spacer 3 is 7 . 0-10 . OxlO" 5 (1/K),

a line expansion coefficient of the liquid crystal material

is 7 . OxlO" 4 (1/K) , and the line expansion coefficient of the

polymer matrix 21 is the same as or less than the expansion

coefficient of the spacer 3. In addition, a volume ratio

between the liquid crystal 20 for the liquid crystal layer

22 and the polymer matrix 21 is almost 4:1. For this reason,

the expansion of the spacer 3 and the polymer matrix 21 can

be almost negligible, and the increase of the inner pressure

of the liquid crystal layer 22 due to heating depends on the

expansion of the liquid crystal 20.

[0112]

Fig. 11 is an example of a relation between the inner

pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer and the repulsive

force of the spacer 3 when a temperature of the liquid

crystal display device under a constant atmospheric pressure

increases or decreases within a predetermined temperature

range. In addition, in Fig. 8, the atmospheric pressure is

1.0 kgf/cm2
. The horizontal axis represents a temperature T

in a range of 20°C to 60°C. The vertical axis represents a

pressure P in a range of 0.3 kgf/cm2 to 0.7 kgf/cm2
. In

addition, the experiment results of the present inventors

verify that even in the temperature range of 0°C to 85°C, and
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in the pressure range of. 0.1 kgf/cm2 to 0.9 kgf/cm2 shows the

same linear characteristics as in Fig. 11. Here, in Fig. 11,

the solid line LI represents a pressure applied to the

liquid crystal layer, i.e., the inner pressure Pi of the

liquid crystal layer, and a dotted line L2 represents a

pressure applied to the spacer 3, i.e., the repulsive force

Pr of the spacer 3 per unit area. Hereinafter, the

repulsive force of the spacer 3 per unit area is referred to

as the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3.

[0113]

Within the above temperature range, it will be

appreciated that both the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer and the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3

exist, and their summation is the same as the atmospheric

pressure. In other words, the liquid crystal display device

resists the atmospheric pressure through the inner pressure

of the liquid crystal layer and the repulsive force Pr of

the spacer 3.

[0114]

When the inner pressure of the liquid crystal layer

increases in proportional to the increase of the temperature,

the repulsive force Pr of the spacer 3 decreases, while the

spacer 3 always has the repulsive force Pr in the

temperature range of 20°C to 60°C according to the present

example (which is also true in a range of 0°C to 85°C) . In
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other words, the compressed spacer lifts up the glass

substrates 1 and 2 from the inside through the repulsive

force Pr at a place where the liquid crystal layer 22

reaches, and then holds the compressed state. As a result,

as shown in Fig. 10b, a gap width is uniformly widened other

than the peripheral portion fixed to the sealing portion 7

.

[0115]

Fig. 10c shows a liquid crystal display device with a

temperature rapidly decreasing from the high temperature

state shown in Fig. 10b to the room temperature. As shown

in Fig. 10b, when the liquid crystal display device in the

high temperature is cooled, the inner pressure of the liquid

crystal layer is reduced and the repulsive force Pr of the

spacer 3 increases. In other words, the expanded liquid

crystal layer 22 contracts while the glass substrates 1 and

2 and the spacer 3 always contact with each other. For this

reason, the liquid layer 22 will not have a different degree

of contraction depending on the location, and thus uniformly

contracts on the overall place. As a result, even when the

temperature rapidly drops from the high temperature state,

it perfectly goes back to the original state (Fig. 10a), as

shown in Fig. 10c.

[0116]

When the elastic body is not used in the spacer, since

a moving speed of the polymer matrix of the liquid crystal
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molecule slows for the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal,

even when the temperature turns back to the room temperature,

the liquid crystal does not go back to its original state,

so that its central portion is thick, and a thickness around

the main sealing portion is thinner, and as a result, the

display spot is provided.

[0117]

In addition, when the temperature of the liquid crystal

display device decreased to the low temperature (e.g., 0°C) ,

the thickness Tc of the liquid crystal layer is reduced,

however, even in this case, the thickness Tc of the liquid

crystal layer 22 maintains constant due to the repulsive

force Pr of the spacer 3, as shown in Fig. 10. In addition,

at the low temperature as well, the inner pressure of the

liquid crystal layer exists, and thus the liquid crystal

display device resists the atmospheric pressure through the

repulsive force Pr of the spacer and the inner pressure of

the liquid crystal layer.

[0118]

As described above, as long as the spacer 3 is

elastically deformed, the distortion of the gap width, i.e.,

the derivative of the thickness Tc of the liquid crystal

layer, between two sheets of glass substrates due to the

temperature change can be prevented. In addition, while the

liquid crystal display device has been described as a
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transparent type liquid crystal display device, i.e., a

transparent glass substrate including transparent electrode

on either of a pair of substrates in the present embodiment,

a reflection type liquid crystal display device having the

same effect of the present invention can be provided using

the reflection electrode that reflects light instead of the

transparent electrode

.

[0119]

In addition, it may also be appreciated that, in order

to arrange the reflection type liquid crystal display device,

the reflection electrode divided for each pixel rather than

the transparent electrode 6 is arranged, and the voltage is

supplied from the TFT device to the reflection electrode.

[0120]

In addition, although in the foregoing description the

temperature range is 0°C to 85°C, as long as the inner

pressure of the liquid crystal layer and the repulsive force

Pr of the spacer 3 exist and their summation is the same as

the atmospheric pressure, the effect of the present

invention can be obtained, and the temperature range is not

limited hereto.

[0121]

While the present invention has been described in

detail, as a type having the polymer matrix and the liquid

crystal in the polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display
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device, a PN (polymer-network) type where polymer compounds

distributes in the liquid crystal forming a continuous phase

in a 3-D net shape or fine particle droplet shape may be

used in the same manner, rather than NCAP (nematic-

curvilinear-aligned-phase) type where droplets distribute in

the polymer matrix as shown in the embodiment.

[0122]

In addition, while a combined material of the polymer

precursor and the liquid crystal material are filled in the

liquid crystal display device through a vacuum injection

method according to the second and third embodiments, the

combined material of the polymer precursor and the liquid

crystal material may be injected into the liquid crystal

display device under the pressure, and thus the same effect

can be obtained.

[0123]

In addition, while the elastic spacer is formed on the

substrate having transparent electrode at least one

substrate, in order to maintain a constant cell thickness

between a pair of substrates in the first to third

embodiments, the spacer may be formed on the light shielding

portion of the active matrix substrate having the switching

elements formed thereon, using the same method. In addition,

other than the amorphous TFT substrate, the active matrix

substrate may be a driving circuit built-in high temperature
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polysilicon TFT substrate, a low temperature pblysilicon TFT

substrate, a polysilicon TFT substrate crystallized by other

methods such as catalyst, and two-terminal active matrix

type substrate, represented by the thin film diode TFD, in

conjunction with a planarization process.

[0124]

In addition, while in the first to third embodiments,

it is configured that both a rapid temperature change from

the room temperature to the low temperature, and a rapid

temperature change from the room temperature to the high

temperature may follow the spacer, it can be configured that

only one of a rapid temperature change from the room

temperature to the low temperature, and a rapid temperature

change from the room temperature to the high temperature may

follow the spacer.

[0125]

[Effect]

As described above, according to the present invention,

the spacer is in an elastically deformed state, so that the

liquid crystal display device can be provided that can

follow even when the liquid crystal molecule contracts due

to a rapid temperature change from the room temperature to

the low temperature, so that the liquid crystal display

device having a favorable display quality can be provided

without, so called, a low temperature discharging when used
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at the low temperature. In addition, when used at the high

temperature as well, the liquid crystal display device

having a favorable display quality can be provided without

non-uniform cell thickness. In addition, within the

operating temperature range, the polymer dispersed type

liquid crystal display device having a favorable display

quality can be provided without a low temperature

discharging and non-uniform cell thickness. In addition, by

forming a pillar shaped or non-spherical spacer in advance

on the light shielding portion of the counter substrate or

the active matrix substrate, the. liquid crystal display

device having a favorable display quality and few rough

feeling, which can correspond high contrast and high gray

scale, can be obtained.

[0126]

In addition, within a temperature range that stores the

polymer dispersed type liquid crystal display device, a

distortion of a gap width between two sheets of glass

substrates due to the temperature change, i.e., a derivative

of the thickness of the liquid crystal layer can be

prevented, and thus the uniformity of the display image can

be improved.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]
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Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

display device according to a first embodiment of the

present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a processing diagram of manufacturing a

liquid crystal display device according to a first

embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a diagram for explaining a spacer shape for

use in a liquid crystal display device according to a first

embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a deformed

spacer

.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining a deforming amount

of the spacer.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a diagram for explaining a state where the

liquid crystal display device according to the first

embodiment of the present invention is exposed to an

environment from the room temperature to -20° C. .

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a diagram for explaining a state where the

liquid crystal display device according to the first
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embodiment of the present invention is exposed to a high

temperature environment from the room temperature to 4 0° C.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a graph showing a relation between an inner

Pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer and a repulsive

force Pr of the spacer, when a temperature of the liquid

crystal display device under a constant atmospheric pressure

increases or decreases within a predetermined temperature

range, for the liquid crystal display device according to

the first embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 9]

Fig. 9 is a cross sectional view of a liquid crystal

display device according to a second embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Fig. 10]

Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a state where a spacer is

changed within a storage temperature range, for the liquid

crystal display device according to a third embodiment of

the present invention.

[Fig. 11]

Fig. 11 is a graph showing a relation between an inner

Pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer and a repulsive

force Pr of the spacer, when a temperature of the liquid

crystal display device under a constant atmospheric pressure

increases or decreases within a predetermined temperature
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range, for the liquid crystal display device according to

the third embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 12]

Fig. 12 is a diagram for explaining a low temperature

discharging phenomenon for a liquid crystal display device

of the prior art.

[Fig. 13]

Fig. 13 is a diagram showing a distortion of a gap

width (i.e., thickness derivative of a liquid crystal layer)

between substrates, for a polymer-dispersed type liquid

crystal display device of the prior art.

[Fig. 14]

Fig. 14 is a diagram for explaining a state where the

liquid crystal display device according to a comparative

example of the first embodiment of the present invention is

exposed to a high temperature environment from the room

temperature to 40° C.

[Fig. 15]

Fig. 15 is a graph showing a relation between an inner

Pressure Pi of the liquid crystal layer and a repulsive

force Pr of the spacer, when a temperature of the liquid

crystal display device under a constant atmospheric pressure

increases or decreases within a predetermined temperature

range, for the liquid crystal display device according to a

comparative example of the first embodiment of the present
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invention

.

[Reference Numerals]

1, 2: substrate

3: spacer

4: liquid crystal layer

5, 6: transparent electrode

7: sealing portion

22: polymer dispersed type liquid crystal layer
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©^ffl^cfe^,^T^ptp^a^k•rso
[0 0 2 2] (3) 3K^MKS9ftME^R?«ft»%

«Wc J: 0ffiB
B
BS©JP*A7^fg4L, cntJ:

[0 0 2 3] (4) X-^—V0Mim&Mm%#7>'l-

[0024] hmmtwfonwmcWfo. s

{4©jSg#tt«:«:SL, JgSSfl:t«fcS«^ptaffl©^t

[0 0 2 5] totl¥b<tt, SSA^fiS'N©^*



7

jssssfkt «fc aifta^FoicaBctx^—wnsr*?

[0 0 2 6] Sfc, ilSigB$©{£fflT'*>-tr;l/JSA-7©ft

[0 0 2 7] ffiffljgajgHfcfel,>T<giS%}SRtf

ia©T-©^/l/JPA-7tf£U.£c:i:©ft</\ g^fiog

So

[0 0 2 8] $/c, S*ftflffl£ffc*#3tt»cSML

5©f8feb<ftV\ ^MOffi74:amffifiS%
^il?^Jim-r5 c i:£ g ftk 1"S„

[0029] Sfe, 7^f-f7ThUWISt,L<tt
*f|p)gffi©itftg|5fc, StfX^— (#fifftt©X^—

*

5XK JlS««fc:»j£^(»6ft1f5V*»oav>S^SMtt

[0 0 3 0] Mtc, ±E©*»Sa^;e«Bfi-r5#i£

[003 1]

[gSS£$i*-f5fci6©#l£] ±ElW*iSsJW*ft

[0032] *&fl©3 $M#K 1 EKORHU. -H

[0 0 3 3] ±OS^t«k»). ^^^©ffifflgK
Efflrttfei/->TX^—tf-aWcWttg®LT^Ctt
ftS„ C©£^ fflBfHSS**B&JhT*. tfci^igT'

C

[0 0 3 4 ] Vtcm8t<D¥HkZttZ?Zt

ffi©6Lh*<H*V5,

[0 0 3 5] ft*. ^slSfcLTtt, S

TNflKMOflUc* «»¥»|RS!n«Wca5oTtJ:

[0 0 3 6] M#9l2Eli4)R9ia. 1 E8c©?£

jSSnTVSckfcmafc-fS.
[0 0 3 7] ±E©»<> X't-TOtflHMrtEtf*

5) Wffl 2001-13506
8

[0 0 3 8] MQI3EKOSmtt, -HOWEMfcE

T\ MEX^-1t©KfS;tifcfflE$B̂ ©rtEfc©fntf

[0 0 3 9] ±E*j£»cJ: 0, SSiST-©*;^©^-

[0 0 4 0] M#«4|B«©^tt, IS*^3!2S<D?S

ifflEX'?—9-OS»» ki>E«3

U-StffSalSrtEi^n^nU -YicMttZ i. 5 Item

[0041] ±E*J«K:<fc»K ifbigT*©-t;WP©iS-14

[0 0 4 2] R$85EK©»iP]a, -^OSfiF.Sfcia

EX^-+J-t±§Wt*^LTfe»)» KUGftRTOflM

f»J kMEKMOAEk©««WIHc«tf**Etm L

[0 0 4 3] JJ^«OnC^HRi!nM^iR?T«
fttf, «#SfiiEfflrtfe:fcvrx^-^mfc#tt^
LTi/^cktfts. <:©ism, afi©&»£&{b»c*f

LTg*S!Sl©BgiSHB©Ii# Offtfc%«ilJi©JP#©fcr

30 60*) ««*u*ci:*ii6±T#, wm*-mcu-o

[0 0 4 4] »*W6E«©fHBtt, if3RJfl5i2ic©ia

#^^a$B
B
aS*fSt?{;:*5V>T, HEX'?—

*J fc'ttffiiKAW©rt£E'k©«l*i««fc:Btf*«Ei:^ b

[0 0 4 5] ±E©<0<, X-^—y-RtfjSSJBrtEA^

40 [0 0 4 6] M&9(7EK©ft9!& iMiK 3, 5

©firn*>{cE«©«s«^;f»cfei/>T, hu!2x^-+>-

tt> iffiE-ft©S&©?t3'>ft<kfc-?jK/^--;/

[0 0 4 7] ±E«figtcJ;t), X^-+)-©At?,

[0 0 4 8] m$.ms£m<D¥£W&. WEX^-1W»

50 jKyxx^^R^y-r-fc^*, f'Jn^U
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#9^u*>£#9vHt£$ic>3*>^rttfr

[0 0 4 9] M$9f 9GK0%(£tt. fltytK u 3,

[0050] ±mmi8K**>* *a-r*»syj*(t*L

[00 5 1] 1 OE&D&Ha, M^IS 1,3,
5, 7 ©raftfrfclHi&DSJISa^g?fcfcl^T, M15X

[0052] isnsmc^o. «a-r«5Ht*%(#4u

[0 0 5 3] 1 1 KigOfgfPJtt, ffi&m 1 , 3

,

5, 7 0Hft*Haatt©$B1.S;Sig?tC}3^T, MffiX

[0 0 5 4] M#gl 2Ett<D£91l*, M#R 1

1 ia«Cij$B
a
B*^?{c*5V^T, MEX^—9"#, atffi

[0 0 5 5] ±S«fiKtci:!3, X^-^<DiS^<0^5r

So

[0 0 5 6] ttftSU 3EK<D8HB(d:, MSB U 3,

5, 7©ftft*HcEfl©ffiBi^fi:Pfc:fc^T, fuEX
9-<DJ&i!$gBA*, XBS 5 il/mm 2 ~ 2 0 0 0 IB/

[0 0 5 7] ±B*|JSKJ:D, X^-tf©JB»£!&£0#

[0 0 5 8] 1 4ES<Dfgi5!tt, 1,3,
5, 7©flnfrfcERO«fi«SJlf?li:*v^T, MiSX
^-9-tf, ±E-*f©gffi©9*>, '>4<tt-^ro5i

[0 0 5 9] ±jE«WEfcJ:»), HP*!WSj±r5.
[ooeo] at&gi sEKojSEti, M$gu, 3,

5, 70Hn^{cf2K<Q®B
a
Bg^?fcfe^T, Huies

B
B
BI©W^0kgf/cm !

!()^0. 9kg f/
c m' <DS5H(cfe5C tZftWtttZo

[00 6 1] ^-*3W*ffi©B*WP*5i:*»,
HiiortEfc^^ffj;*)/]^^ eeoT, assorts

[0062] mxmi emmoftmi. -»©«6nm:

6) HPI200 i-l 3 506
10

EB«h««nit*--*fcfiioft«>Ott«X'«--9-fc,

ii^Sjfcfc^T, -ft®S«0'>&<

SS0. lkgf/cm'-l. 0 kg f/cm'cDJI^fg

10 fT5„
[0 0 6 3] S&^©#E^£»J-f3©{±, 0. Ik

g f/cm !

J;»)&/Jv2ritntf, ^-^KWieBg*
^t^-ttSCfctfT'^-f, 1. 0kgf/cm ! i9t
XttttUf, X^-+bb^14^LTL£ SALT'S
So

[00 6 4]

[0065] (MMomm o mi itmmwm 1 «;:<&

«<ia«a»»i*-s»!:ffofti&ott«^—9-3 1, s
«i. 2Bt»x«nfc*HMi4k**rf*. «7xi

snrw. ft, a*, 7«««i. zntmLmMm

[0 0 6 6] buEX-<—9-3«^1t^LT33!3, ffik

S^JKTOffifflaUWB (**»O»*-ett0* -8 5

30 E^*?©<^g^Brtfc43tt£S^{t»c*fL

»#ttfcBffl«E-CfcoTfloX'*--9-3Rt>*«?BBB«
4 rtEA^n^ny ^ric^fb-rs J; 3 tc^sE^n-c^

5. c<QJ:?&*gfiElc:J:»), ffi§l&DffilB-F€.fiS%B

ft, -b;l/P<0^-^i6Sft46ttt, X-?—9-<0^m

•9-3tfas©#tt**rt5fc«>, fi££@g©x-*—9-©

^B
apfii^(Rl±-r5Cfc*<T*tSo

[0 0 6 7] WTt, ±ia^©^B
3
B*^?OS)t^

fejcoi/^T^-rso

[0 0 6 8] fct\ fl£*i:H*0*»te«t3*, SHJS
a 5. 6jWBi««nft-»oasi. 2t«w*.*
^T', Sffi 1 K^-9 3 ^JBfK-T5.

50 [0069] X^—9 3 cOJB^S^rll 2 LT^



( 7 )

11

#mcmffltz>o ccm -mtLr. swssstf

^fcxeico^Tas^s c ^ ic-fa 0 7 * y A/***®
l/^xh*HJgfiE»it3 8%fc4SJ:«5^ SfiBlfi

^T±fS#^Xgffi 1 ±fci$-<DU^X )» 1 OtiM
t% (H2 (b) ) o Ctl^:, ©tift»5 0 0 r pmT*

5 ®m<D'&. 1 30 0 rpmT'3 0#ni:lfco Lfr3 10

(c) icTxt&oiz. vx^i i*ffl^fe7*h«jyy

5 7 * -ftfST«Tfci£^smS»«Ott«X^-* 3

*«J«Lfco 4*5. 1 5mW
/cm 1

, W^Htt3»HfcLfc.
[0070] {^©ttttx^-tf-m. #tttf>Jv£ <x

[00 7 1] 5frf\ S-^ffifcLTtt, (^3tc^r<fc

a 4Jg«^X^-^^^®^ff(0^W4 iftC<fc t) J£j£L 20

fco ifik H3 (a) HSWS^bft«»)X^
U 03 (b) ttWfS^^^ttOttKOX^-**^

«3 B fc L < tiRgfllt«3 C fc L < tt^fttt«3 DftH

SfiHTWrflEtfMoTV < fc £X-?—

[0072] m 4 lC7jkt£

5

ICX^-'F 3 <D

figs 9 <D-»fc L < ti±SP€:4i$«J6K:-rs £

t>, ffELfclBfc. *aa**?+OX^-*3*9Wt 30

[0 0 7 3] U5>X hWcaL&W&tyjt

***#8rcs* 0 «E/w-©fi^tt,-3%aT

[0 0 7 4] SHfctt. U^X hOfi^fiSrWSJSFJS

"W6*. U^Xh*OJBSBWO«a«:Ttf*ck^ $

[0075] »Ettx^—y-ttows*/hs<-r**a 40

[0076] ±iEw^no73iiic<fcoTt, x^-tr

[0 0 7 7] ttTOWTtt. JJK-om WS. 0

Sxy^>yifi*«0ii ,

rcii:fc: <fci?, J£ffitf-2i5

MmOjE^JBOHfla^OX^-ltSSrJBaLfco 4
Hft«toX^-*OJ|(tt94»« (Wttf, IS®

<Dffi». SSSfi^) *i, X^—9-0»«0!BS*#* 50

ttBI2001-13506
12

-r«asr*ott«x^—y-oa^*H 2 t-r* (»s«

<Dig£tim 1 T-tttt«X^—9-tt»tt£*«iiT**SC

2£4ofc*&aiC, ttRX'*—9-<DiS^(im2 (fiU

m2<H 1) fcl£Jg£n* L^tCO*$ttm2Wtt
«X^-*tt*!^B«M7**CktfjaKT?fe*o -

^ X*<—fr©«j«0Mte/.hS < LfgZt, -fe;WP

T*>. #ttS»«ll«:lt»-e**teJ:5fc, X-*—fro
fl£R*K£-TSci:3b^^
[0 0 7 8] ±E0#*tffc8:3£, 440kO»tt 1 T

4 . 7 0 |zni, .tf&0#***tt3 %gfi, JBfiEOfEffi^

^HS3 0 0{@/mm z k4^J:3^^Lfc o

2 0 0
<tOSaT^Xh^-^^frofCo ^tc> -

^cosfioiijagpic ^>-;ua5 7 *ensa-r* (h 3

(e) ) o ^^T% .yuxSB^ffifflLT,

115, 6ft»El. 2*«la6to*fclWtttaE-iP

KiLT, v/-;l/gP7^r®fb^^ (B3 (f) ) o *<D

^4^^-r^o
[0 0 7 9] *»c, fe;l/J?S:fiffS01Ik

,

rsfc»fc:, ME

B
B
0S/T:^^flff"T£0 *PEffi F^rO. 3kgf/cm
'fcLfc con, x^-*3«:5iittaaeott««c-ffl

[0080] iMZTmiczvimLrcfc&m^mTO)*

ecfctf?*. ®aBaS^^SO^tt^Z3yhvXh^
^S(CfRi±Lfco COIR, afiSfcJBiULfcX-^—

TttX^-*©^3W*ffiBBtt!i-p«S<i ktftofr

*o 443. tt«x*<—*tt, is®, as, Bf&<Dm&
±E<DfifcH^«nsfeoTnift<. eaa*^ 3/1

mH±2 0fimOT, X^-W»SO¥J«W«3 fim

«± 2 0 fi mWT> X^—9-<DJB«afS)b< 5 <@/mm 2

«±2 0 0 0<g/mm 2 WTT^tltf, X^—VtffiBt
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[00 8 1] 9-**$tLT»tt*W

j 3 n mfiLt 2 0 /i mUT, rtP3<D¥S# 2 ji

j
± 1 5 ft mfiTK MSfftf 4 p m 1 4 0 /i m 2

fit"

T\ X^-»Oj[«OT*Mltf 3 /i m«± 2 0 /x mfit

T> X'*—WlSffifitf 5i/mm ! tt±2 0 0 0i
/mm 2

ttT"P*tltf, X-*— iBfiSfct-MWcii

arc« £^ 5%}%%%mz> c t#*js»ttc* ot

I
±fe^i^«tcx^—vtfm^itK+ftic&Qtvzz t

|
[0 0 8 3] 3to,vc, ±B*ttfcJ:9«*Sftfc*a*

H6«rfflV^T8iWrSo 06 (a) ttSfi^O«flS^
*?*^-T. C(D»fe^T, X^-^cD-*gPt>L<

I
tt±T«9MKJBbT^*. 06 (b) ttffiBTTOJS

[0 0 8 4] «&K:. JJB^*0fW«tlfc«Ul«
^*f* 2 0W40 icoasToaafcis k
T> H7*ffl^TKW1"S. 07 (a) , 07 (b) ,

07(c) «iwlt, emc* aafcjassfkfcj:

[0 0 8 5] 07 (a) fc, ft& (4«KOjgC

t. £ ©WiTtt. , HUB 4 <OWSl 1 . 2 £
aTSE* OKT, »aH4 0flEfc«*K. ) £<7)ggO

E^WJl^?)2ftO^XS«l. 2fctoh»K

ft*, X^—9~ 3 EfiS2ftTl>£o

[0 0 8 6] 07 (b) fc, 07 (a) «D1RW«K>K

*^«i^in^ 0 chiasm Jta&ictoft

aB 4 (OrtEtfiSiaLTt^o

[0 0 8 7] **ttO®»fcftt>Ttt, X^—9*3<D|g

BSft8t*7. 0-10. OX 1 0
s (1/K) , tta

4 0^tm0S»9ffft»7. 0X1O' 4 (1/
K) ia^i:<fc^^a^4(OrtE(Oigip(iffi0l^

8) #692 0 0 1 - 1 3 5 0 6

14

?©BWc«MFr*.
[0 0 8 8] 08 fc. -fck£LlE<DTV<Os »S«S*

4(Df^EP i kX^—9*3<DE5g-/3P r fc©Bfi&>HM

*-*T. ML HBfctt^Ttt. l • Okgf/
cm 2 T^^o ffitt tt2ot:^6 6o ,ca"??oeHoa
ST^to SflStt 0. 3kgf/cm l^0. 7

k g f/cm lFIT^|gWAP^to 1

fcL aa^4tctat>^E^-r^t>^Sa3B^4(DrtEP i

10 **U -jSa»L 2«X^- 9-3Urat>£E***-b'

•B*ttffi«*fcDOX^—9-3 0S«*P r k^fo
WT> *{ttffi«*fcl)OX^-*30E»****CX^
—9-OEfg^P r kBf^o

[0 0 8 9] ±Efifi«HlC-ev^Ttt, ffiSS 4 (DrtE

feX^—9-OE»*P r *>^£U ^nSOffifcfcfcSCE

aB4<0rtEkX^-^3OS«*P r t(aoUS
EfcWSiLTV**.

[0 0 9 0] fflSO±#k:JtWLT«aH 4 OrtE^±
20 n-r£k, ^-*3©kj8a.p rtompt&ifi* *m

Kt&tZWMOm (2 6 0^) T*tt. X**—9"

*X*<—9-tt, ffia«4rt<Ot^cSmr^<DKS6-/3P r

WoT^Xifil, 2*fi«*^»L±tfr. Efei

*nfc««%fffirr«. e«»«c, 07 (b) ic«rj:

5/-;HS7k:«J:oTHS-*tiSH«P»fiW, Bl

[0 0 9 1] 07 (c) JKSa^* :?*B7 (b)

lcSLfc*Btt»/P6tlffl*TfcfiT**fc4«*S
30 -To 07 (b) tc^T^ v IcM&ttMoii&^^m^*

ttmzt. «aB4 0rtE^«*LX^-*3 0E«
^PrtiJgip-r^o T^^^, HLftttU4tt, *
7Xlil, 2fcX^-*3k#«fc«BLft-V6W(

T. Kfi«B^6»fi-*tlfe«^Yt, 07 (c) IC*

^n^ct^tc, ^feUiTEOttB (07 (a) ) icmZo

[0092] nmv&m 1 (oimmt lxw^bo-t
<4t\ B^X^—9-1 5 0^ffl^/c^«SSi

40 ^ofijegfkkiwrsx^—9-©«b%b 1 4jcsu
0 i 5 (ctfc©0!lOigB

Ba^ 1 5 1 (DrtEfcX-*-9- 1 5 0

E«AkOB«*^"r« *B«cft*i:x^—9"l 5 0tf

[0 0 9 3] COCkCi. 01 Sfcfc^SfiTVS. EP

x^-*©E^ttBtt<o±»ki:tfc:a»«i:*^

*fflt»ox^-itA^^e>sinTv^ci:*^*r0 c

50 I»-e+*»tfB6/y-ev^<o ttHBOAEttfifi



( 9 )

15

[0 0 9 4] COJ:3{CLT, **B£<DJgS*-Pfci\ X-^

ft> ±aiKWtC^TiaSKffl^2 0
,C-6 0

tt, JtRttSBfcas^ cnfc#LTfcx^-+hD3|i

nT^T*s« {file /-hS^-vt;i/3yea-*ffl

[0 0 9 5] 3: ft, coe», -te/WPtDtf6o**«4i:
SC^ttft^ofCo 3: ft, SS8*ti:5Cfct&^
ft,

[0 0 9 6] *«WO»a»5aiPW)»ff;e- Ftt,

g*£tl£ I PS (In-plain switched) F\ TN 30

*-F\ STN (Super Twisted Nematic) F> 3£

8Wtt»fit- FSfc»fc»*tf**. »B/<*;l/OS

sfcftsy-vy-^v^-F (nb) Rzmtfm
BLfi**fc4*/—TU—*7*f h*— F (NW) <0

H%6*tffiffl-rs<ii:A^5o x^—y-jgjRffiftfc:

LTtt, *SySO^T*(i, */l3 0 0{@/mm 2
£:

Lfttf> ^FLl Oi!/mm 2 fr£*R2 0 0 Oil/mm 2

s-ett, Haac^jiorfii'efts. cob. j&ssstf*
* < 4Sfc Lfetfot, »ttSJB«F©^«:^* < LT 40

Sttjga5T*«*o £ft, »«fBfi^2 0 0 0«/mm a

#K *HFFnr«T?**o Ch*u £&14«i£fti6lC. 50

#g8 2001-13506
16

^M«ci:^aT^§o £ft. ffirtKfc^T,

[0 0 9 7] **tt©JB«Ttt. X^«-*0-»feL<

A-TSIfifcfc^T, W6BfclS-fc0- 3kgf/c
m z OE^T-}¥ELTl>£*\ ffil^tf, X^—M>»«
met. &&%zttmmt?z>ctiz£t), o. u g f

/cm! fr6l. Okgf/cm^TO^ffiCJ;

[0 0 9 8] «&fctt» x^-*05HW»*rafr«

9 5£ffitt* iWlO. 1 k g f/cm 2 frh 1 . 0kg

TL^^ft^> ji«RFRr«"e*So

[0 0 9 9] X^-tfttSfc LT,

7* U >MR# Uv-fc^ 645 *3ffS US^X F *m

ynv^yv-fk^ 3By*-**-f mr*u^-
tbttfc #ys/a**^R*yv-{t^«, *yx*u
y&tfyv-ibm *y*w*y**y^Hk^«io
o*>^ftfr*m^T&mmcmfa^tfc?&^ £ft±

^*t>L<tt#yv-7n^fc^ftfc<fcoTtHai*cH

[0 10 0] SfeaWffliiOJglBTtt, ±B»»«fflV^T

.7*hyy^97-r«^xa«DBTfifi/\ x-^-**

[oioiiift, «7X»«ffl

W77X^'j3>ii»/ca-S i T F TfitfL

F5^/^rtKS©*y^yn>TFTSfi,
fllfi^yS/ynVTFTSffi, 8ft7--;WCJ:SiftS#

yi/ynVTFTSfi, *fcft»»«4H*ffi©*ttT?

jssfkbft*y->y3>»E. ^e>(cti.

F T F D#«fiE*nftUjS?Sa7*r -f ^^ f y *XS

[0 10 2] X^—9-«rA7-7Y;l/#-OBiR
aw)«M6»fciBiaLTfe*i\ cob. cneox^-

[0103] (HffiOJB®2)09 «JlJgOJg^ 2 tC^
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S^JR-f Wed h y ^ 7.

T'feSo $£2 0«, fc#?vHJ*X2 1 *lC?Jqg#

££2 0 irigf^?-7 h y £X 2 1 fc<0#8U#*«> fcfc

[0 10 4] i!C0«};3*ig^?^^fSB
s
H^«?T-

*§ys©«^2t^5ig^?^ti(S?gB
3
B^*?ti. «

ot?f±, <£ffliagfSffli o°cA->c.5 0t:ST*-b;i/)iA^

SfVXTWJHife-efcffijaiSfflSHIl 0^5.3 5*C

fco 3:43, *£?#K&!iKM2 2©ft«*, >I^©ig

»^5MBffl!«»JlOfMli:n«Tf**. BPS, -*ffi«

<fc 0S&HtttiKU tmxlAWMamttlc

[0105] *&tt©)Btt 2 7*(i3n«a(t*#7Xg
«*J8V>fctf, X-C y f- ysflfktt Etf&l£-£tirzT

5

r -r 7v h 'J * Xg«©&ftgp±lcB*£©#}£;&J8^

figT*$.S„ Ti'-r-fyvhy^xSffitLT, 7
f Ts««of8!, wmmmmrym^'o

feX#y->y3>TFTSK, (gg^n-trx^yi/yn
>TF TSfc moH&lC <fc D ISIHfcSnfc

3tfy->yrJVTFTS&. Sfes MH^-f*-FTFD
fc^asnsugyfflT* h y ^xngisfc if

So

[0 1 0 6] /•^li'i/gyf-fX/K^'fyT-

tfSMLT^SSBSh TFT»«»fciffc»JfrrSJ:3

scfcjcfcy, iSn^h^xh, mmtmmv.

10 ) 4#BB 2001 — 13506
18

[0 10 7] (Sfi£©JgH3) 01 0it$m<DBm3lz

SWSJSaJS^fOWiBH-r**. #?li&©jeil3©

**«w*?tt, 2 T*IB$ Lfc*»?»tta!

KUSKi7m ffi£^©fl5I!ltt#ffii&T/h2 <

.

20 < u fsttox^—y-T-fentf^®«^t<f
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